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Wayne Miller
Joyce Penney; Dianne Smith; Louise Jones; Pat Pilgrim; Stephen Dodge;

Paula Dillon; Mary Haynes (Executive Assistant to Senior Director);
Beverley Clarke;

Re: Letters to Patients
April-28-08 6:03:21 PM

Couple of things

1) NLCHI have indicated that they will have the file for us by noon tomorrow.
They have about 39 patients for which they currently do not have addresses.
They are checking their files to understand why the addresses are missing and
to see if they can find the appropriate address. We will sort the deceased
patients out on our end.

Our internal database will be modified to display the patient demographics as
received from NLCHI.

2). I would recommend against signing the second page of a letter before the
merge. Although it is possible to do, I don't believe we have a final version and
the merge may impact the page break in a word document.

3) The issue of the St. Pierre patients must be addressed. Can they receive
Registered mail from Canada post. Should they receive a translated version of
the letter in addition to the original letter.

Wayne
Wayne Miller
Senior Director Corporate Strategy and Research
Eastern Health

----- Original Message ----
From: Joyce Penney
To: Joyce Penney; Dianne Smith; Louise Jones; Pat Pilgrim; Stephen Dodge;
Paula Dillon; Wayne Miller; Mary Haynes (Executive Assistant to Senior Director)
Sent: Mon Apr 2816:51:122008
Subject: RE: Letters to Patients

Update from Pat Pilgrim

Louise
The changes to the letter as discussed with G Rogers have NOT yet bee
incorporated into the letter, however Pat indicated that this will occur by the end
of the day and she will prOVide you with the full package for your FINAL approval
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prior to getting the letters merged.

StephenjWayne: Dianne Smith makes a suggestion that if this is a two page
letter - can wefyou guys print the second page for signature by Louise as a
means of expediting the process...Your thought -

Joyce

From: Joyce Penney
Sent: Monday, April 28, 2008 10:41 AM
To: Dianne Smith; Louise Jones; Pat Pilgrim; Joyce Penney; Stephen Dodge;
Paula Dillon; Wayne Miller; Mary Haynes (Executive Assistant to Senior Director)
Subject: RE: Letters to Patients
Importance: High

Forwarded on behalf of Louise Jones -

Pat: Please talk to the other RHA's regarding the proposed letter and
attachments that will be sent to the approximately 700 patients so that they are
aware of the content, etc.

Pat, Louise also noted that you and her already discussed the change in the first
paragraph. What I have attached is the draft that Wayne Miller sent on Sunday
at 11:36.....however I am not confident which document yourself and Louise
were working from!!!! We will need to ensure that the correct letter is sent to
IM & T for merging.

StephenjWayne - Louise's understands that IM & T will be doing the merge of
the letters - I am not sure who is directing IM & T to do this so I will leave it to
you guys to sort out.

Louise would like to sign all the letters - so as they are ready - please send to
her office and I will arrange to have her sign them.

With respect to the attachments - these will need to be copied and inserted into
each of the letters. Pat: what is your understanding with respect to this - where
and who will be taking the lead to complete same.

1) Attachment ER/PR - Pat Pilgrim is finalizing and Louise noted that she has
not seen this document.
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2) Attachment - Clarifying approach to Hormone receptor testing
1st. paragraph requires changes, as noted in the attached. REMOVAL of the

word "all"

Joyce for Louise

From: Dianne Smith
Sent: Friday, April 25, 2008 4:31 PM
To: Louise Jones; Pat Pilgrim
Cc: Joyce Penney
Subject: Letters to Patients

Hi Pat & Louise,

I checked with the mail room and they would not be able to put through 700
registered letters on Wednesday. Registered letters all have to be done by hand
and there is a step process to it whereby information on each envelope has to be
filled out on a form, a sticker assigned to the envelope and affixed, it then goes
through a meter and then the postage has to be added.

There are only four individuals working in the mail room and they have assigned
responsibilities for the day. They may be able to get out 100 in a day but not
the whole 700. Sending them by Priority Express Post with a signature option
would be faster but legally I think you would need to send them registered so
that any that are not delivered could be returned.

Rick indicated they may be an option of aT if MUN is agreeable to letting the
guys work but the aT would have to be paid by Eastern Health and we would
need to let him know by Monday so that he could check to see if it could be
done.

Not sure what the process is bringing these letters to Canada Post directly but I
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can try and follow-up on that on Monday.

Secondly, I was just speaking to Heather regarding the database. The letters
which were prepared before related to class action were lead by Marian Crowley
as Heather was on vacation at the time. I paged Marian but haven't heard from
her as yet.

I don't think the complete database we have from NICHI contains the mailing
addresses of the patients, just their name and MCP # - is that correct? Heather
remembers when they did the letters regarding the deceased they had to send
the names and MCP #s to Health Records and they pulled out mailing addresses
in the files. There were some people that were not our patients. Q&RM have a
database of about 300 which Heather thinks we could probably build on using
this process. Is there a way Wayne Miller's portfolio could take the names from
the database and obtain addresses thru Meditech and perhaps put them in a
merge file (wordperfect)? I could then take this file and do a merge with the
letter and print them off. What about NLCHI could they help provide more
demographics if they are not already contained in the complete database.

I just heard from Marian and the process she used was that she took a database
from Heather with all the MCP #s for all breast cancer patients. Then Marian
identified all the people who were called clinical positive and she sent their name
and MCP# to IT who produced a mailing list in an excel file. There were 75
were no address and they had to be done by hand (Cancer Centre found in
OPIS). She indicated we have to be very careful that we have the right people
when we have no MCP# as some people have the same names or go by middle
when we have registered by their first name. Also, these letters were not
personalized; they were addressed to "Dear Patient". The excel File that Marian
had was sent to Health Records who produced mailing labels and these were
used for the envelopes and we will also need labels to match the letters for the
envelopes as this would be easier, faster and more reliable than printing the
addresses on envelopes from our printer. We will probably need two sets of
labels actually as the mailroom did indicate by giving them a second set of labels
they would fix them to the form for the registered letters instead of hand writing
the info and match them up with the assigned sticker.

Hope the above is clear!
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Dianne

PS - even by doing a mail merge, I would not go in and print all 700 at one
time. I would do them in batches as printers overheat and then this causes
problems.

Dianne Smith, CPS

Executive Assistant to the COO of

Cancer Care, Quality and Risk Management

Eastern Health

Room 1345, Level I, Health Sciences Centre

St. John's, NL AlB 3V6

Telephone: 709-777-1318

Facsimile: 709-777-1347

E-Mail: dianne.smith@easternhealth.ca
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